
Abstract 

The origin of water space on Earth is the subject of a body of analysis in the fields of planetary science, astronomy, and 

astrobiology. Earth is distinctive among the rocky planets in the Solar System in that it is the only planet known to 

have oceans of liquid water on its exterior surface. Liquid water, which is need for life as continues to exist on the surface of 

Earth because the planet is at a long distance, known as the habitable zone, far enough from the Sun that it does not 

lose its water to the runaway greenhouse consequence, but not so far that lower temperatures cause all water on the 
planet to quick freeze. It was long thought that Earth’s water did not derived from the planet’s sector of the 

protoplanetary disk. Instead, it was hypothesized water and other volatiles must have been distributed to Earth from the 

outer Solar System later in its history. 
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Discussion 

Recent research, however, shows that hydrogen inside the Earth 

played a role in the development of the ocean. The two ideas are not 

mutually complete, as there is also conformation water was delivered 

to Earth by impacts from icy planetesimals identical in composition to 

asteroids in the outer edges of the asteroid belt. The presence of water 

on Earth at even earlier times is not written by physical evidence. 

It has been suggested, although, that the early hydrosphere formed 

in response to condensation from the prompt atmospheric stage. The 

ratios of certain chemical individuals on Earth indicate that the planet 

formed by the accumulation of cosmic dust and was slowly melted by 

radioactive and compressional heating. This heating led to the gradual 

disconnection and migration of materials to form Earth’s core, mantle, 

and crust. 

The early atmosphere is thought to have been highly reducing and 

rich in gases, notably in hydrogen and to embrace water vapor. The 

reaction of this oxygen with the materials of the surface gradually 

generated to the vapor pressure of water vapor to increase to a level at 

which liquid water could form. This water in liquid form assembled in 

isolated dejection of Earth’s surface, forming the nascent oceans. The 

high carbon dioxide content of the atmosphere at this time would have 

allowed a build-up of disintegrate carbon dioxide in the water and 

made these early oceans acidic and capable of dissolving surface 

rocks that would add to the water’s salt delighted. Water must have 

evaporated and condensed rapidly and accumulated slowly at first. 

Conclusion 

 
The essential build-up of atmospheric oxygen was slow since 

much of this gas was used to oxidize methane, ammonia, and revealed 

rocks high in iron. Gradually, the partial pressure of the oxygen gas in 

the atmosphere rose as photosynthesis by bacteria and photo 

dissociation carry on with to supply oxygen. Biological processes 

involving algae increased, and they gradually diminish the carbon 

dioxide content and increased the oxygen content of the atmosphere 

until the oxygen released by biological processes outweighed that 

released by photo dissociation. This, in turn, accelerated the 

establishment of surface water and the development of the oceans. 
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